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Bananagrams—anagrams to drive you bananas—consist of rhymed couplets, each one containing a pair of anagrams to be solved. One of the rhyming words will always be an anagram, and the couplet itself will offer clues to help solve the anagrams. Answers will be found in Answers and Solutions at the end of the issue.

This is Latin. So they teach.
Hic xxxx hoc. One of xxxx.

Too much fat and pounds increase.
Everyone xxxxxx. Shun xxxxxx.

Here's some info you can use.
Diamonds scratch and xxxxxx xxxxxx.

Famous last words and I quote:
Don't worry about the xxxxxx; it's too xxxxxx.

Jell-O wrestling gets a super rating.
xxxxxxx sports can be xxxxxxx.

Overall we can't be cruder.
xxxxx underwear you're xxxxx.

What is so sweet as brier? Can I mean That xxxxxxxxxx plant, the xxxxxxxxx?

Gentlemen prefer blondes, power and wheels.
xxxxxx, however, have higher xxxxxx.

The dactyl of a duchess can be pleasant.
But beware the xxxxxxx of a xxxxxxx.

He was the admiree, so he tarried.
She was the xxxxxxx. They got xxxxxxx.